
Speedy Hire saves over £2m on Microsoft Licenses by using AppSense

Licensing Microsoft Applications in a SBC or VDI environment can be a tricky matter, and a costly one too as many applications are licensed  
on a per device basis, regardless of whether the user actually executes and runs the application or not.  This often leads to many organizations  
having to purchase surplus application licenses for DEVICES that can potentially access the application, even if the USER is blocked from running  
the application, as the authorized users can still access the application from ANY DEVICE and therefore all devices would need licensing.

Fortunately, there is a cost effective way to control application access at a DEVICE level to enable organizations to reduce the amount of 
application licenses they require - it comes in the form of AppSense Application Manager.

Speedy Hire now use AppSense Application Manager to control Application Access at a DEVICE level and have reduced their license costs by £2m.

They found that only 60% of their 3,500 staff required access to Microsoft Office, and so blocked the devices where users do not need access 
to Office from running the application set.
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Tools hire firm Speedy Hire expects to save £2m over the next six years after rationalizing the way it licenses Microsoft software.

The company has merged 10 IT procurement teams into a single department after discovering 
that different parts of the business were buying software individually, failing to take advantage 
of a bulk licensing agreement with Microsoft.

“We were buying Windows, MS Office and even server products off the shelf or as part of a  
hardware purchase, rather than using our existing Microsoft Select contract,” said James Fleming,  
infrastructure manager at Speedy Hire.

This disparate IT procurement made it difficult for the company to keep track of whether all its software was correctly licensed, said Fleming.

With Speedy Hire growing at 25% a year and expanding into Ireland, Fleming said he needed to predict how much IT to buy over the next 
three years.

The company hired Computacenter to help it manage its Microsoft licences and establish a replacement single volume licence agreement across  
the business, covering 3,500 IT users.

Speedy Hire used BMC Configuration Management software to work out what software was running on its PCs and servers. Computacenter 
used the results to draw up a shortlist of options for Microsoft Enterprise and Select licences.

The company found its existing licensing agreement quoted for a full professional desktop, including MS Office for all users.  But only about 
60% of its 3,500 staff needed MS Office, so Computacenter recommended that the software was licensed per user rather than through the 
enterprise agreement site licence.

Speedy Hire also deployed AppSense Application Manager to control which users could access MS Office, in order to reduce the per-user 
licence fee.

Janice McGinn, research director at analyst The 451 Group, said, “It is not unusual for companies to over-license software.”  She said companies  
could easily fall into the trap of over-licensing after mergers and acquisitions, in which each company brings in its own licences.

“Post-merger is a very difficult time for both companies.  There is always a period of rationalization. ”Part of this rationalization should involve 
IT systems and licences, she added.

Speedy Hire has bought a Microsoft Enterprise Agreement site licence for Windows, Exchange 2008, SharePoint and Windows Server 2008, 
and a Select agreement to cover licensing of MS Office for individual users.


